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The Odyssey of Homer: done into English
prose by S.H. Butcher & A. LangThe
Odyssey - The Odyssey is one of two
major ancient Greek epic poems attributed
to Homer. It is, in part, a sequel to the Iliad,
the other work ascribed to Homer. The
poem is fundamental to the modern
Western canon, and is the second oldest
extant work of Western literature, the Iliad
being the oldest. Scholars believe it was
composed near the end of the 8th century
BC, somewhere in Ionia, the Greek coastal
region of Anatolia.The poem mainly
focuses on the Greek hero Odysseus
(known as Ulysses in Roman myths) and
his journey home after the fall of Troy. It
takes Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca
after the ten-year Trojan War. In his
absence, it is assumed he has died, and his
wife Penelope and son Telemachus must
deal with a group of unruly suitors, the
Mnesteres or Proci, who compete for
Penelopes hand in marriage.It continues to
be read in the Homeric Greek and
translated into modern languages around
the world. Many scholars believe that the
original poem was composed in an oral
tradition by an aoidos (epic poet/singer),
perhaps
a
rhapsode
(professional
performer), and was more likely intended
to be heard than read. The details of the
ancient oral performance, and the storys
conversion to a written work inspire
continual debate among scholars. The
Odyssey was written in a poetic dialect of
Greeka literary amalgam of Aeolic Greek,
Ionic Greek, and other Ancient Greek
dialectsand comprises 12,110 lines of
dactylic hexameter. Among the most
noteworthy elements of the text are its
non-linear plot, and the influence on events
of choices made by women and serfs,
besides the actions of fighting men. In the
English language as well as many others,
the word odyssey has come to refer to an
epic voyage.The Odyssey has a lost sequel,
the Telegony, which was not written by
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Homer. It was usually attributed in
antiquity to Cinaethon of Sparta. In one
source, the Telegony was said to have been
stolen from Musaeus by Eugamon or
Eugammon of Cyrene (see Cyclic
poets).Homer- Homer is best known as the
author of the Iliad and the Odyssey. He
was believed by the ancient Greeks to have
been the first and greatest of the epic poets.
Author of the first known literature of
Europe, he is central to the Western
canon.When he lived, as well as whether he
lived at all, is unknown. Herodotus
estimates that Homer lived no more than
400 years before his own time, which
would place him at around 850 BCE or
later. Pseudo-Herodotus estimates that he
was born 622 years before Xerxes I placed
a pontoon bridge over the Hellespont in
480 BCE, which would place him at 1102
BCE, 168 years after the fall of Troy in
1270 BCE. These two end points are 252
years apart, representative of the
differences in dates given by the other
sources.
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The Odyssey of Homer, Done Into English Prose. by Homer. translated by S. H. Butcher and Andrew Lang Project
Gutenberg Release #1728. Select author : The Odyssey Rendered into English prose for the use My favorite
translation is the Fagles of both the Odyssey and the Iliad. . new translation is very good, but somehow lacks the ring of
Fitzgeralds English prose. Homer - The Odyssey - A new downloadable translation The Odyssey, Rendered Into
English Prose For the Use of Those Who Cannot Read the Orginal. by Homer. translated by Samuel Butler Project
Gutenberg The Odyssey of Homer done into English prose - HathiTrust Language(s):, English. Published: London
Macmillan, 1890. Edition: Rev. and reprinted. Note: [2], 54, [2] pages of advertisements. Preface to the third edition,
The Odyssey Done into English prose - Kindle edition by Homer ODYSSEY. rendered into English prose for the
use of Butcher and Langs translation of the sixty lines or so of the Odyssey. Their translation runs: Tell me The
Odyssey of Homer, Done Into English Prose from Project Language(s):, English Greek, Ancient (to 1453).
Published: London : Fifield, [pref. 1900]. Subjects: Odysseus (Greek mythology). Physical Description: xv, 326 What is
the best prose translation of The Odyssey by Homer? - Quora Homers The Odyssey Retold in Modern English Prose
(Annotated) - Kindle edition by Helene A. Guerber. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, The Odyssey,
by Samuel Butler - Project Gutenberg I was just curious, what are the pros and cons of reading it in prose vs. I cannot
imagine an English translation of the Odyssey in dactylic The Odyssey : rendered into English prose for the use of
those who The Odyssey of Homer Done into English Prose by S. H. Butcher and A. Lang and a great selection of
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similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at Odyssey Homer Done Into English Prose - AbeBooks
Verse. Homer is poetry, period. Im assuming you mean a translation (English?), since there is little reason to avoid the
Greek if you have the skill. But this Catalog Record: The Odyssey : rendered into English prose for The Odyssey
[Homer, Samuel Butler] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Odyssey is an ancient Greek text said to be
written by the blind The Odyssey of Homer done into English prose - HathiTrust This prose translation of Homers
Odyssey combines readable contemporary language with an in-depth index fully hyper-linked to the main text and vice
versa. Homer (c.750 BC) - The Odyssey: In translation. - Poetry In Translation Apr 1, 1999 Free kindle book and
epub digitized and proofread by Project Gutenberg. ART. VI.-HOMERS ODYSSEY IN ENGLISH PROSE AND
VERSE. I Homer - The Odyssey: a new complete downloadable English translation with hyper-linked index. Homers
The Odyssey Retold in Modern English Prose (Annotated Language(s):, English. Published: New York, Macmillan
and Co., 1888. Edition: 3d ed., rev. and cor. with additional notes. Physical Description: xxiv, 428 p., 1 l. The Odyssey,
Rendered Into English Prose For the Use of Those Oct 19, 2016 The Odyssey of Homer, done into English prose by
S. H. Butcher - Full View HathiTrust Digital Library HathiTrust Digital Library. The Odyssey (The Samuel Butler
Prose Translation) - the Odyssey for English readers, with such notes as I think will be found useful. Among the first
things to be considered in a prose translation. That the reader The Odyssey of Homer, done into English prose by Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Biography In the Western classical tradition, Homer is the author of the Iliad and
the Odyssey, and is revered as the greatest The Odyssey - Which translation? (showing 1-50 of 76) - Goodreads
Language(s):, English. Published: New York : Macmillan Co., 1905. Edition: Abridged ed. Physical Description: xv,
296 p., 15 cm. Locate a Print Version: Find in Is it better to read the Illiad/Odyssey in verse or prose? - Quora The
best Arabic prose translation of The Odyssey, which I have read so far, is that one offered by Derini Khashaba. This
Arabic version was published by the The Odyssey of Homer done into English prose : Homer : Free The Odyssey:
Revised Prose Translation (Penguin Classics) Paperback January 1, 1995. This item:The Odyssey: Revised Prose
Translation (Penguin Classics) by Homer Paperback $2.38. Both works attributed to Homer the Iliad and the Odyssey
are over ten thousand lines long What is a recommended English prose translation of The Odyssey? The Odyssey
of Homer: done into English prose / by S.H. Butcher and A. Lang. Note: First edition of Butcher and Langs translation
published 1879. cf. Catalog Record: The Odyssey of Homer: done into English prose The Odyssey of Homer,
Done into English Prose by Homer - Free Mar 31, 2016 I have never read an adequate prose translation of Homer
except for the current edition available from Harvards Loeb Classical Library. The Odyssey by Homer - Free Ebook Project Gutenberg I. The Odyssey of Homer done into English Prose. By G. H.. BUTCHER, M.A., and A. UNG, M.A.
Macmillan and Co. 2. The Ody.~sey of Homer in English Blank The Odyssey of Homer, done into English prose by
S. H. Butcher May 1, 2009 Book digitized by Google from the library of Harvard University and uploaded to the
Internet Archive by user tpb. Publisher New York Catalog Record: The odyssey of Homer : done into English prose
The Odyssey Done into English prose - Kindle edition by Homer, S. H. (Samuel Henry) Butcher, Andrew Lang.
Download it once and read it on your Kindle
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